LATVIAN SKI FEDERATION FREESTYLE SKIING AND
SNOWBOARDING COMPETITION PARTICIPANT DECLERATION
This is an official agreement between a “Latvian Ski Federation” freestyle skiing and snowboarding competition
participant from one side, and Society “Latvian Ski Federation”, Reg. Nr. 40008023069, address Grostonas
iela 6b, Rīga, LV-1013, tel. nr. +371 67387716 / +371 29283000, fax: +371 67387717, e-mail: info@infoski.lv
from other side.
By signing “Latvian Ski Federation” (further LSF) freestyle skiing and snowboarding competition participant
declaration I agree to all what is mentioned in it and I am familiar with competition regulations and calendar.
I will always compete in terms of competition regalement and rules.
This declaration has to be signed once in a season and it’s valid till the end of the season and in all LSF
organized freestyle skiing and snowboarding competitions
CAPITAL LETTERS ONLY

Name

Surname

Personal conde / ID number

Date of birth

Sex

Male

Female

Sport

Snowboard

Freeski

Snowboard stance *

Regular

Goofy

Easy rotation side**

Left

Right

Team

Sponsors

Home resort

E-mail
* Which leg forward when riding
** To which side it’s easier to make rotations
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1.
1.1.

1.2.
2.
2.1.

RISK
I’m fully responsible for the risks assumed by preparation and competing in LSF competitions. I’m aware,
that snowboarding and freestyle skiing are high-risk sports. In case of any injury, accident, damages,
loss and other cases I won’t make any claims against and will hold harmless event organizers and its
employees/agents, LSF competition organizers, developers and participants, ski resort or any sponsor
or brand involved in LSF competition sponsorship or other persons involved in LSF.
It is my personal choice to participate in the LSF competitions and I accept and assume all risks of injury
(or death) associated with snowboarding/skiing and LSF competition.

2.3.

RESPONSIBILITY
It’s my responsibility, not organizers, about any damages to third parties health or their equipment and
other stuff in LSF competitions and territory.
I understand and agree that I am responsible for the inspection and maintenance of my equipment,
including but not limited to skis, snowboards, bindings, boots, poles and helmets. I agree that I will use
helmet in competition at all times.
I undertake not to act unsportsmanlike. I won’t use drugs, alcohol, doping etc. in LSF competition venue.

3.
3.1.
3.2.

INSURANCE
I fully understand the risks associated with my life, health and personal property in LSF competitions.
I will do all I can to buy life and health insurance for high-risk sports.

4.
4.1.

MEDIA AND AVERTISEMENT
I agree that video and photo materials from LSF competitions, also if with me, can be published in
Internet and other media or for advertising purposes as well.

5.
5.1.
5.2.

JUDGE
I will always respect judge’s decision.
In case of disagreement, I will follow competition regalement to submit the protest.

6.
6.1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
If I will break some rules, LSF competition organizers are eligible to apply a punishment, for example
but not limited, disqualify me or accepting other decision.
LSF competition organizers shall have the right to amend this agreement and rules of competition at
any time;
I understand that I am bound by and any dispute in relation to this agreement (including competition,
injuries etc.) shall be settled in courts of Republic of Latvia in accordance with Latvian law and this
agreement.

2.2.

6.2.
6.3.

7.
7.1.

SIGNATURE
By signing this, I certify that I’m familiar with this agreement and I understand its text in English language
and undertake to respect it in all LSF competitions.

DALĪBNIEKA VĀRDS, UZVĀRDS

PARAKSTS

DATUMS

For athletes under 18: I certify, that I, as the athlete’s parent or official guardian, agree with the athlete’s
commitment what’s written in RIB Tour declaration and that I will take all responsibility, about any injury
happened to my children, on my own.

VECĀKA/AIZBILDŅA/TRENERA VĀRDS, UZVĀRDS

PARAKSTS

DATUMS
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